The causal relationship between socioeconomic factors and alcohol consumption: a Granger-causality time series analysis, 1950-1993.
This article examines the relationships between social, demographic and economic factors that influence alcohol consumption. The effects of each factor on alcohol consumption and on each other is examined using a Granger-causality time series framework. Specifically, causal determinations are made between per capita alcohol consumption, social and demographic variables consisting of the age structure of the male population, female labor force participation rates, marital instability and educational accomplishment, and the economic variables consisting of the real price of alcohol, median household income and income inequality. Causal equations are determined from identified bivariate relationships and combined into one structural equation predicting alcohol consumption. The findings indicate that the economic variables are Granger-caused by the social or demographic changes over the past four decades and, therefore, have little direct influence on alcohol consumption. The structural equation predicts over 95% of the variance in alcohol consumption. This work indicates that economic factors have little direct influence on alcohol consumption but, rather, reflect or are a conduit for changes in social and demographic variables. Excluding economic variables as predictors of per capita ethanol consumption results in little substantive change when estimating alcohol consumption.